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Earlier and in the glory days
when Elam was a sailor, and before
his tide of children lived and died among
their enemies, he was known to spend 
a vagrant morning now and then seducing 
native women when his way of life
was changed by sorcery and luck as Sarah, 
with her reptile arts, immortalized
their bodies, and removed the place of death. 
John Nathan Forrest Elam. The time 
was when he handled his depressions pretty 
well, having ventured in a ship 
across the lunatic roll of oceans beneath
the mewing of those solo gulls to wash
ashore in Florida about the time 
da Gama reached the Orient, give
or take a century. And if he’s since 
returned to stupefactions on the television, 
or is captured by the feathery life 
of business, that happened way later
when I lived in California for
a year or two, which was all that I 
could stand, where I learned about computers, 
and in a pique of masochism I
returned to Memphis and my origins, 
so far as I could trace them, to encode 
the genealogies of optimism
and regret. I’m half an expert on
regret, starting with the foster homes 
I bounced among until I immigrated
to the Elams’, where he taught me taxidermy. 
That’s his trade these days: an underpaid 
embalmist who’s retreated from the unwarped 
primal world—though not before he teamed 
with Sarah to redeem me from the Moonies 

Vasco da Gama 
(1460-1524) who 
commanded an 
expedition in 1497 
to discover an ocean 
route to India, 
which he reached on 
Christmas day  
in 1497.

“Moonies” is a 
derogatory term 
referring to the 
members and officials 
of the Unification 
Church, founded by 
Sun Myung Moon. 
During the early 
1970’s the church was 
generally thought to 
attract its followers 
through brainwashing 
techniques—and 
indeed the term is now 
often used generically 
to indicate any cult 
member preaching 
blind adherence to 
a creed. The major 
tenet of the church 
centers on the belief 
that the Reverend 
Moon is the second 
coming of Christ, 
who has fulfilled New 
Testament prophesies.
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and the mental state of orphans, blowing
out my last fear. I‘m not here
to brood, however: that choleric work
is water ghosted with those endless, unknown 
archipelagoes that rock your mellow 
concepts—like the seas of chesty mermaids
Elam navigated in his day, 
breathing the salt breath of oceans. A separate 
gift. If I were better skilled at letting
things alone, I might have dropped my curiosity 
to know the tests of heart that drove him like 
the late Ferdinand Magellan to
the prehistoric edge of the creation. 
But I’m captivated by the density 
of fraud and nonsense in the chronicle, 
which Elam’s keeping dark about, even
with me, his natural genius,
also his ventriloquist at times,
I think. Yeah, and a participant,
a close and mortal witness. He was born
intemperate in London in a year
of plague, and was remembered as a piffling
youth until denounced by Tudor spies
for heresies, and nearly burned, almost
hanged another time for smuggling,
but unaccountably was saved by his
repentance. All of this is written in 
Sir Walter Raleigh’s letters from America. 
We know from bills of lading that he garrisoned
at Roanoke, seated at that hilarious
feast—from whence he stepped into the wilderness
of mystery and superstition in such
a way that my chronology is off, 
my hermeneutics crash, clues go missing
like the fossil links to feathered dinosaurs. 

The period indicated 
here refers to the 
first quarter of the 
16th Century.

In 1519 Magellan 
(1480-1521) set sail 
to circumnavigate the 
globe. He was killed 
in the Philippines 
in 1521.

Raleigh (1552-
1618) was an English 
adventurer who 
made colonizing and 
exploring ventures 
to North and South 
Americas. He was 
beheaded by James 1 
in 1618.

Roanoke was a colony 
of Englishmen 
who, in the late 16th 
Century, attempted to 
establish a permanent 
settlement in what 
later became Virginia. 
Financed and 
organized by Walter 
Raleigh, its inhabitants 
disappeared during 
the Anglo-Spanish War 
(1585-1604). The fate 
of these colonists has 
never been discovered.
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It’s my belief that Elam hunted whales—
on the swell the seabirds flapping up 
like sudden thoughts into the feminine air. 
That anciently somewhere Elam—the old 
man of oceans—grounded on the Florida 
coast. That Sarah carried him by land
to Mexico. That in their crescent powers
they returned to their unauthored world 
the year before they ever left, thus 
defeating entropy. I have a map
on sheep’s bladder showing Texas, a jade
dagger, two rosaries that blow
my Cladist friends away, but it’s not   
until the 18th Century and Deist 
attitudes that I detect the wheels 
of rationality come trundling through 
the documents—long after Raleigh, 
and after Elam’s original companions 
were deceased: one beheaded, some 
scalped, many tomahawked, most
dissolved by greed at sea, but each  
had disappeared from off the world, excepting 
Elam. The heat was nearly Biblical,
the winds would often bear the noise of labor 
in from gangs of slaves, the black men 
bent amid tobacco in the slave 
state where Elam had removed by then—
Tennessee—and to the outskirts of 
a population made of undertakers,
mostly, and evangelists, card
sharks, and marshals all confederated
in a town the name of which coincidentally
is mine: Smith. For myself I’d like
to think of something more tempting to the media 

Cladistics is a branch 
of evolutionary theory 
that emphasizes 
the similarities in 
anatomical details of 
ancient organisms, and 
de-emphasizes all other 
factors—including the 
temporal sequence of 
fossils in the geological 
record. Whereas some 
theorists might be 
concerned that the 
progenitor doesn’t 
appear until millions of 
years after its descendant, 
a Cladist would simply 
presume that the fossil 
record is incomplete.

Smith is an 
incorporated town 
immediately to the east 
of Raleigh, Tennessee.

Deism was 
characterized by a 
belief in a supreme 
being who was the 
source of natural 
laws but who did not 
contravene them 
to interfere with 
human affairs.

Entropy refers to 
the second law of 
thermodynamics, 
which is classically 
understood to mean 
that active events move 
on gradients selected to 
minimize or dissipate 
potential differences. 
Fast things slow down, 
hot things cool to 
ambient temperatures, 
time moves toward stasis.
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than Smith. Bartlett Smith. But the name 
is nondescript enough to suit the town 
itself which, except for college students, 
hasn’t changed from what it was when Elam 
picked among his clarities to find 
the first black apples oozing out 
their mutant blooms. Soon his reputation   
blew about the crowds of hired men,
who rubbed their mandibles in puzzlement,
and the military clans of that
mentality that used to sacrifice
their virgins to the Bull God. 
We Americans are presently blasé
about our technointellectuals
and laboratories . . . but then, when Elam’s brainflowers, 
fat as cabbages, were throbbing on 
their stems, the local boys grew violent—
whose forebrains were ornamental, full of envy, 
and against cerebral plants: those cerebellums 
and prosencephalons heeled in and blooming 
in their brainpans in Elam’s nervous garden. 
Every antebellum diarist 
agrees on this, and in Savonarola tones
records the conflagration when a troop 
of horsemen torched the house and grounds. Elam 
evidently thought that sanity 
would bring him peace of mind, and never did 
prepare for instinct in his enterprise, 
the will to power, nor the malice of 
those fascist riders who finally burned him out. 

He had expected stealing—you know, 
people snaking off a plant or two for their 
herbariums. And Sarah in her washdress
fended off the speculators and transient 

Black apples do not 
exist, and never have 
existed, in nature.

The former is a large 
dorsally projecting 
lobe of the brain that 
is chiefly responsible 
for coordinating 
muscular function 
and maintaining 
bodily equilibrium. 
The prosencephalon 
is the forebrain 
comprising the 
telencephalon and the 
diencephalon.

Savonarola (1452-
1498) was a Dominican 
friar who crusaded 
against political and 
religious corruption, 
for which he was 
eventually arrested, 
tortured and burned.
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millionaires, weeded out utopians— 
who even she could tell were spouting like 
the early Rilke at his second-best—, 
and everyone could hear her holler at 
the hypochondriacs and politicians, 
and refuse the civic groups of Smith, 
who wished to beautify the Country Club 
with some of the grotesqueries in Elam’s 
greenhouse—like his rosewood skeletons,
the pulmonary shrubs, the venous orchids 
gorgeous as stained glass.

Still, it’s awfully 
hard to psychoanalyze the man 
at this historical remove. He fell 
into a twenty-year or so despondency,   
but pulled right out of it. The question that
went begging as he built again his houses,
plowed again intestine gardens, sowed
again his foliate place—the question wasn’t
method, about which Elam kept his neighbors
ignorant, nor ethics, which the vigilantes
settled, but purpose, whose report was not
initially missed. Then his succulent toxins
rotted the dogs, and rumor claimed his maple 
trees, so like exquisite ladies, would seize 
unwary horses. Talk about strange. 
That was strange . . .
             

not to mention dangerous. 
Elam had withdrawn by then into 
obscurity, so few if any knew 
about his creatures, starting with his prelapsarian 
birds: out of uncountable panicles
of some forgotten bloom, our scientist

Elam’s first successful 
genetic manipulations—
black apples—occurred 
in the 18th Century. 
He experimented until 
the end of the 19th 
Century, when he 
abruptly ceased.  
The products are  
as follows.

At this time in their 
personal histories,  
Sarah and Elam were 
treated as favored 
citizens of Smith—a 
status that was later 
to change in 1831, 
when their home 
was burned to the 
ground, as described 
previously.
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devolved a pigeon that would flit erratically
amid the equinoctial fogs on lobed,
primitive wings he fledged in tendrils and leaves.
That was his baptismal try at flight.
Pigeons. With a better logic he
elided Cuban dyewoods with his royal
cereals, daubed them both with blue
sperm, and thus produced Cerulean warblers
that he rooted in the combs of grasses
edging every patio—where musically
they classified as news, though ecologically
they were unsound, like his cranes before
he got the hang of it, painted like
Max Factor, cloned from water plants 
as pink as harlots, as carnivals, and floating 
over goldfish. His chickens smelled like French 
women—which is tops—and loons in the long 
canals crooned their funeral songs. One morning
while he stoked the nursery stove, his hunger 
spoke for a time and noted that he hadn’t 
seen the end of his manipulations— 
and though he later brought his wolves to birth, 
and jimmied bears from various and insectivorous 
sundews, and had the nightly fruit bats depending 
from prodigious fuchsia, and suspended his
amphibians within elusive tubers—
all of which signaled a crescendo—,
yet what he’d understood of his desire
was meant as fair warning. Let us walk
a little while together, he would say
to Sarah as the wasps would carry on
around the apricots, and serpents were
like subways hissing beneath them among
the mushrooms. Everything is still dying.

Sundews (Drosera) 
comprise one of the 
largest families of 
carnivorous plants. 
They lure, capture, 
and digest insects 
using colorful stems 
and stalks that exude 
a sticky substance 
sweetened by an 
exopolysaccharide.

Fuchsias are flowering 
plants consisting 
chiefly of shrubs and 
small trees.Their 
blooms, according 
to one imaginative 
soul, seem to resemble 
ponderous drooping scrota. 
Please see James 
McMichael, The Lover’s 
Familiar.
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To say so is to sip the elemental 
tea of disappointment. After an
eclipse had sabotaged an equatorial
experiment by introducing mindless
variations in the bones and entrails
of the jungle parasite that Elam
had been pollinating, he hung it up—   
rose for good from beds of technical
fertilities, closed his emerald forests,
and departed from the balsam-smelling
dimness to inhabit, so he says,
the taxidermist office that he’s made 
his place of business, stuffing fish
and setting marble eyes in bats and crocodiles.
Whatever power Elam thinks he’s hiding
out of history, I haven’t put 
my finger on—though I expect to know
it soon before too many episodes, 
for his acts of camouflage and sour 
sportsmanship occur as many times, 
and in as many rooms, as I retell 
them and retell them in, like his
biographer. To date, however, his
inventions—like the lost operas of 
Rossini—are fecund but forgotten,
like his children. Their primordial son 
they called Elijah Whirlwind Horse, who in
the Creek language suffered injuries 
and died. They called their daughter Blue Helen,
likewise after years restored into 
the ground, stricken in the kidneys. By then 
peaceful Lilian subsided also 
in the slow war, and wintered over,
and Athol similarly emptied—and indeed 
their court appeared forever trashed, nothing

In the 1880’s. See 
the end of Whales Like 
Blue Islands, Blue as Ink.

Gioachino Rossini 
(1792-1868), an 
Italian composer who 
between 1815 and 
1823 composed 20 
operas among which 
was Il barbiere di siviglia.

857 Mount Moriah 
Road, Memphis, TN  
38117.
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lasting, the lot of them fodder for the insects, 
whose niche within the evolutionary 
incoherence was to portage toward 
their holes and nests the remnants of the Elams. 
In events as published as the circumstances 
of the fall of Troy, Sarah once 
contrived to visit in the prison underworld,
and bring her children’s ghosts subscriptions to
the New York Times, and lobby for humane 
paroles on earth. I mean it when I say 
she holds her own at home and has girth. 
When she hums at dinner, she’s in good voice, 
resembling woodwinds, or doves in the stubble 
you think of, wooing hour by hour. Singing’s
how she says grace. She comes 
to herself, arranged around the drop-leaf table, 
and calls up from the superflux an octave,
her maiden name—Crow-On-the-Winter-Moon—  
which praises her sense of nurture, her thanksgiving.
The meal is blessed. There’s no telling all
she understands, but she has words to set
within the musical clangor of birds, and more
for the eerie wolves, in whose idiom 
euphony and assonance attend 
them at their feasts. She’s a rare philologist, 
if slippery, whose paraphysical 
abilities persistently misgive
her with her neighbors when she reads their minds
the way she reads John Elam’s, recalling odds 
and ends—like the summer plagues in London, or 
those dog-headed men that slavered, some 
ravenous and savaging the inner 
organs and uncleansed entrails, and others gorged 
on raw flesh. They bit away the forehead 
and hair for their delection.

Sarah assumed her 
Biblical name after 
marrying Elam. See 
the beginning of  
A Journey into the  
Unknown Interior.

Please see page 86 
in A Transitive Nightfall 
of Diamonds.

She and Elam 
encountered these 
beasts during their 
travels west through 
terra incognita, where 
they also fought a  
race of centaurs.  
See page 113, Journey 
into the Unknown Unterior.
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Women, I bet, 
have the harsher roles, especially Sarah, 
that’s why I bring it up. Think of what
she might get wind of when she listens to
your inner privacy instead of minding
her own business: you’re in the privy shitting
and she visits, maybe, or remembering
the time you fertilized the baby-sitter 
from behind. Whoa. Sarah’s very 
compromising in her presence, even 
if she’s wise about the provocations 
of the body, and prefers that you 
at least attempt to shield your demon lust 
from public radiating broadcast on 
the psychic waves. Damn. When I am near, 
or if I ever slip around her in 
my self-control, I feel her sneak inside 
my recess, slide into the flowering 
and blue abyss of secrets to release 
my best celestial thoughts, my peaceable 
securities, which in general 
oppress her less than all the squeaks and brags 
of my enchanting personality.
In the end, between us, we can keep
the noises out. 

Nor has age deflowered 
her or Elam either since her ancient 
use of alchemy has evidently 
rendered them immortal. Raleigh from 
afar, from on high, and in contempt 
is vindicated for his guess that Sarah 
was a sorceress. How else account 
for their long circumstance, their

I’m just saying that if 
you knew someone 
who could read minds, 
say someone named 
Sarah, and were good 
friends, then this is 
what it might feel like.
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eternal camp among the spongy officers, 
the personalities and common citizens 
comprising our super-power, U.S.A.? 
What truculence it must require of her
and Elam to survive vitality
and rhetoric, who shepherded their bodies
amid secluded races, never waning
in their prime the way the earth wastes, 
and its generations waste. Elam  
is a green republic; Sarah is 
a twangling lamentation, an oracle 
in her immortal forties who, if 
she rues the equivoques and ruining   
amphibologies of the future 
(which she’s ceased to read), she’s not ready 
to say—even though the European
ship materialized, as predicted, sitting
like an island or a promontory
awash off Florida, and populated 
by translucent sailors waving from 
their places—pale and incompletely real. 
When Elam first ascended from the hold, 
as her people welcomed him and entertained
as well his college of imprisoners,
Sarah saw his heart and lights as clearly 
as his face and knots of purple bowels. 
As sibyl she was given her assigned 
quotation, the sound of her deferred capture 
and assassination: actual 
death announced itself in English to 
obliterate her tribe in small, and hint 
at genocide of Indians at large 
across America. This much of misery 
at least was predicated in the verbal 
chain when Sarah mixed her purgatives    

Around 1544.

The circumstances 
of Elam’s 
imprisonment are 
related on page 61.

The question is 
whether or not 
Sarah, who could 
predict the future, 
laments the 
indeterminacies 
built into the 
language of her 
predictions.
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for their yearly busk, and erred unconsciously
in the musk she used, or spooned in too 
much marrow or the wrong seeds: whatever 
her misprision was or ignorance, 
she inadvertently brewed a chrism or
elixir that was certain to have made 
her rich, and raised her out of aboriginal 
obscurity if only she could duplicate 
the sequence of ingredients, the temperatures,
contaminants, etcetera—which
eluded even Elam’s research. I used
to dream about it: Sarah at 
her toadstool boiling tinctures in her crescent
powers, and Elam mornings in the woodlot 
pulling herbs, the snakebirds chuckling in 
the cedars. Picturesque, but incorrect. 
Elam was indeed led by steps 
to his genetic farm I talked about, 
but that enterprise, with its recruits and freaks,
was decades after he and Sarah had
detected the metabolic excesses
that perfected them: Elam for
example stayed hard longer, giving
carte blanche to Sarah’s carnal knowledge.
In fact, their appetites in general
were magnified, likewise was digestion,
and ditto for successive excellent
defecations. They neither wearied at
their labors, nor ever bruised, and if they slept,
within the snarl of their dreams there was
a sweetness. Best of all, the signal injuries
would heal: broken bones would quickly set,
diseases such as plague and measles raised 
a fever and a perfumed sweat, but nothing
major—plus infections never took,

His hybrids are the 
efflorescence of his 
attempts to duplicate 
Sarah’s blunder by 
which he and she were 
rendered immortal.

I would have 
bought some.

Immunity to measles 
was especially useful.


